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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we describe the historical development and the synchronic syntactic status and 

pragmatic functions of a newly-emerging particle, gelang. In elicitation this form is used as a 

hearsay evidential. However, in a study of 23 narrative texts, we find that the primary functions 

of gelang are related to the structure of the narratives, and do not seem to indicate hearsay at all. 

Specifically, we find that gelang often marks important events and turning points in a narrative, 

or the narrative climax, and that gelang often appears in multiple, neighboring clauses within a 

single narrative unit. We also find that different speakers use gelang quite differently. In our text 

corpus, female storytellers use gelang extensively, while male storytellers do not use it at all. 

The most prolific user of gelang sometimes employs the particle to create rhythmic effects that 

seem almost poetic. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

This paper discusses one emerging particle in Mangghuer, describing its morphosyntactic 

origin and its current functional load. 

Many authors list morphologically complex forms as “particles” (for some examples, see 

Slater, this volume.) These are words which have come to play some semantic/pragmatic 

function that is similar to what is done by words of an existing class of “particles;” then these 

forms also fall into the syntactic slot for particles. It is likely that they will eventually become 

phonologically reduced, lose their etymological complexity, and end up as monomorphemic 

forms. Then they will look like prototypical “particles.” 

Mangghuer, a Mongolic language spoken in China’s northwestern Qinghai Province, is an 

SOV language which has borrowed a set of clause-final pragmatic particles. With the exception 

of the emerging particle that will be described in this paper, the entire set is from Northwestern 

Mandarin Chinese
1
. They represent what would be called “final particles” in Western analyses of 

Chinese, or 语气词 yǔqìcí “mood words” in Chinese linguistics. Some initial description of 

these particles, including their pragmatic functions and their syntactic behavior, can be found in 

Slater (2003:151-8). 

These particles belong to a syntactic category (or word class) which can be defined (more or 

less) as words which can follow a finite verb. Mangghuer is a fairly strict SOV language, and 

normally does not allow any other constituent to follow a finite verb.
2
 Thus, the final particles 

have syntactically unique behavior. 

Since this definition depends on finite verbs, a note is in order to explain finiteness in 

Mangghuer. For the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient to point out that most finite verbs are 

marked for subjective or objective perspective, so a finite verb ending will have either SUBJ or 

OBJ in its gloss. Imperatives, of which there are three morphological types, are also finite, but 

do not indicate subjective or objective categories. Otherwise, if you see a verb which does not 

have SUBJ or OBJ in the gloss for its suffix, that verb is non-finite. For a more complete 

discussion of finiteness in Mangghuer, see Slater (2003:221-2). 

                                                 
1
In Slater 2003, it is claimed that one of the particles, bai, is probably derived from a native Mongolic etymon. This 

is incorrect. Actually, it has been borrowed along with the rest of the Northwest Mandarin final particle set. In 

Chinese linguistics, this particle is usually written 呗 bei.  
2
Actually, speech complements sometimes do follow a finite verb of saying. However, no other constituents 

regularly appear in this position. 
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To show how final particles are used, we can compare (1) and (2), which come from 

different parts of the same story, and show that the final particle a appears (optionally) after the 

subjective future finite verb yaoni ‘we will go.’  

 

(1) Three daughters 7-8 (Chen et al 2005:130) 
 "Aba,  dasi ang=ji  yao-ni?"

3
 

 father 1:PL where=DIR go-SUBJ:FUT 

 "Father, where will we go?" 

 

(2) Three daughters 43 (Chen et al 2005:133) 
 “Da san-ge=la ang=ji yao-ni a?" 

 1:PL three-CL=COLL where=DIR go-SUBJ:FUT PRT 

 Where will we three go?" 

 

For the most part, the functions of these final particles are quite pragmatically-oriented, and 

extremely difficult to pin down. Syntactically, however, they form a very clear word class. 

2 DATA AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The data for this study is a corpus of 23 Mangghuer folktales and traditional stories (Chen et 

al 2005), ranging from about 60 lines in length to about 400 lines in length. Most of the stories 

were transcribed from oral recordings and edited slightly, but 5 were written down by a literate 

speaker. 

The analysis of the data consisted primarily of looking at each occurrence of gelang in its 

natural discourse context within this corpus. Almost none of the discussion here is based on 

elicitation or native speaker intuitions 

3 QUOTATIVE MARKERS 

Mongolic languages normally have a ‘quotative’ word used to mark the ends of direct or 

indirect quotations. In most cases, these words are cognates of a Mongolic verb form ge- or ke-, 

meaning ‘say.’ In some constructions, these forms have begun to function as subordinating 

conjunctions, as is illustrated by (3): 

 

(3) Elder sister and the Monkey 27 (Chen et al 2005:79) 
 bulai "zha" ge-ji khaila-jiang. 

 child EXCL QUOTE-IMPERF shout-OBJ:PERF 

 the child cried "zha," like that. 

 

                                                 
3
A list of abbreviations used in this paper is provided in the appendix. 

3
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In this example, the subject is bulai ‘child’ and the verb is khailajiang ‘shouted.’ Zha is a direct 

quote, and the quotative marker geji indicates that the quote is over; syntactically, geji functions 

as a subordinating conjunction, embedding the quotation as a subordinate clause within the 

matrix clause. 

Mangghuer has several words which perform this quotative function, appearing immediately 

after a quote, and all are morphological forms of the former main verb ge ‘say.’
4
  These are ge, 

geji, gesa, gejiang, and gelang.
5
  All of them indicate that a direct or indirect quote has just been 

completed. The first three are nonfinite, and therefore indicate that the current sentence (matrix 

clause) is not yet finished. Gejiang and gelang are finite, and they appear when the quotation is 

the final thing in the clause, with no following matrix verb. This is illustrated as follows: 

 

(4) Shuangyang Princess 129 (Chen et al 2005:23)  
 Gan chenli-ji ajia baoqi=ni bari-ji ri-sang 

 3:SG hear-IMPERF elder:sister treasure:flag=ACC take-IMPERF come-PERF 
 
  Songchao=ni dajiang ge=du nao-gha-kunang 

  Song:Dynasty=GEN general SG:INDEF=DAT see-CAUSE-OBJ:FUT  
 

ge-lang. 
QUOTE-OBJ:IMPERF 

She heard that (her) elder sister wanted to show the treasure flag to a captured Song Dynasty general. 

 

In this example, gelang follows an underlined indirect quote, which contains the content of the 

(verbally-expressed) wish which is reported. 

All of the forms which we have presented usually refer to a specific event of speaking (with 

a known speaker, time and place of speech, etc). But this can be somewhat unclear, e.g. the 

speaker is known but the time and place are not, etc.  

In example (4), the morphological structure of gelang is parsed: it consists of the quotative 

marker ge, historically a verb meaning ‘say,’ plus a finite verbal suffix –lang which indicates 

objective perspective and imperfective aspect. 

4 HEARSAY EVIDENTIALS 

In at least some of the Mongolic languages, one of the morphological forms of the quotative 

marker has developed a specialized usage, with different grammatical behavior, in which it can 

follow a finite verb, and refer to no specific speech act. These forms have become semantically 

                                                 
4
Synchronically Mangghuer has ge as a main verb meaning ‘do’ or ‘put,’ but in its quotative functions it has lost 

many behaviors typical of main verbs. See Slater (2003:301-8) for discussion of the entire family of etymologically 

related forms. 
5
There is one additional and etymologically unrelated form, di, which is borrowed from Chinese and appears to 

have a restricted set of quotative functions. This form is described in Slater (2003:323-4). 

4
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bleached, such that they refer to speech as the medium through which information was acquired, 

without reference to any particular event of speaking or hearing. 

In Mangghuer, this form is gelang. In elicitation, speakers report that this form indicates that 

the information being reported was obtained through hearsay. Thus, in elicitation it is often 

translated ‘they say’ or ‘it is said.’ 

There are 64 total instances of the morphological form gelang in our text database. Of these 

27 are quotative uses, in which a direct or indirect quote is followed by gelang; the other 37 (or 

58% of the total) are hearsay usages. 

Unlike the normal Mongolic quotative markers, which follow direct or indirect quotation, 

gelang in its hearsay function follows a finite verb. As we have noted above, this position is 

normally reserved only for final particles, and this means that hearsay gelang, though 

morphologically complex, shares the syntactic behavior of the particles. Therefore, we consider 

it to belong to this lexical class. 

There is one difference between hearsay gelang and other final particles, though: namely, 

that hearsay gelang can cooccur with the final particle bai. This can be seen in (5), below. None 

of the other final particles can be combined with each other in a single clause. But this difference 

seems insufficient for treating hearsay gelang as something different from the other final 

particles. In all other syntactic respects, it behaves like them. 

We want to emphasize the fact that only gelang, among the Mangghuer quotative forms, 

appears with this hearsay function in our data. The other morphological forms, ge, geji, gesa, 

and gejiang, always indicate a specific speech event. Similarly, none of these other forms ever 

follows a finite verb. 

In addition to the Mongolic languages, we might also note that other languages of the 

region, including Amdo Tibetan and the regional varieties of Mandarin Chinese, also have 

hearsay evidential markers of this type, with similar syntactic behavior. See Slater (2003:157) 

for discussion and some examples. 

5 PATTERNS OF GELANG IN NARRATIVE DISCOURSE 

In this section we will illustrate the functions that gelang has in our narrative text database, 

when it is not functioning to indicate a specific speech event. 

5.1 IMPORTANT EVENTS, TURNING POINTS  

Gelang often marks important events within a story, such as turning points, the beginnings 

of episodes, and other critical junctures. 

5
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For instance, in (5), the antagonist of a story—a monster—makes its appearance. This is in 

the second sentence of the first episode of the story. Gelang appears at the end of this sentence: 

 

(5) Peddler 15-16 (Chen et al 2005:101) 
 Mer=du yao yada-jiang ma tashi yi-ge=du ge hangbura-jiang bai. 

 road=DAT go be:tired-OBJ:PERF PRT stone one-CL=DAT once rest-OBJ:PERF EMPH 

On the way, (she) got tired and rested for a while on a stone. 
 
 
 Tashi duoruo=sa mang'huzi ge gher ri-jiang gelang bai. 

 stone under=ABL monster SG:INDEF go:out come-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY EMPH 

 From under the stone a monster emerged. 

 

Similarly, in the next example, we have the start of the first episode of the story (beginning of 

the “complication” of the plot); here, gelang appears on both of the first two finite clauses: 

 

(6) Three daughters 13-14 (Chen et al 2005:131) 
 Ting ge-ku gan Laohan aruoghuo=nang beila-jiang gelang, 

 that do-IMPERF 3:SG old:man back:basket=REFLPOSS carry-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 Then Old Man took his back basket, they say, 
 
 suguo=nang bari-jiang gelang. 

 axe=REFLPOSS take-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 (and) took his axe, they say. 

 

Notice that, in the published version of this text, Chen et al (2005) included the translation ‘they 

say’ for gelang in these two lines. In most places, as in example (5) above, these authors did not 

translate gelang at all. We will not comment on this any further, but it is an interesting issue to 

consider. When should a pragmatic device like this be translated and when should it be ignored? 

In the next example, the first major turning point in a story occurs when a brother begins to 

suspect that his sister is a monster, and he goes off to observe her secretly: 

 

(7) Monster girl 18 (Chen et al 2005:95) 
 Gan ning ge khuleghe-ji nao-la xi-jiang gelang, 

 3:SG this do peep-IMPERF see-PURP go-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 He thus went to look secretly (at his sister), they say, 

5.2 NARRATIVE CLIMAX 

Quite frequently, when gelang is used with its ‘hearsay’ meaning, it appears in the narrative 

climax of a story. Of the 37 total hearsay gelang occurrences, 14 (37%) are found in narrative 

climaxes. 

 

 

 

6
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In this example, gelang appears at the end of the first sentence in the narrative climax: 

 

(8) Monster Girl 54 (Chen et al 2005:97) 
 Bulai zou khuoran=ni beghe=di gher xi-jiang gelang bai. 

 child thus courtyard=GEN tree=LOC go:out go-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY EMPH 

 So the boy climbed up in a tree in the courtyard. 

 

In (9), gelang marks a central or core event within the narrative climax. 

 

(9) Peddler 213 (Chen et al 2005:114) 
 Khuonuo gui-ser Andige ma Luchu=ni penke-jiang gelang. 

 later run-PROG egg and rolling:stone=ACC meet-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

Running along later, (he) met Egg and Threshing Stone. 

 

Gelang often appears several times within the climax of a narrative. In an exceptionally 

abundant example, Two Wives 60-70, gelang appears 7 times within 11 consecutive lines. 

 

(10) Two Wives 60-70 (Chen et al 2005:141-2) 
a "Nangda muni zhuerge=ni di-ni ge-lang 

 1:SG:DAT 1:SG:GEN heart=ACC eat-SUBJ:FUT QUOTE-OBJ:IMPERF 
 
  ma bi ger=du=nang lai xi-ang." 

  PRT 1:SG house=DAT=REFLPOSS NEG go-OBJ 

 "With regard to me, (she) says (she) will eat my heart, so I will not go home," (the calf said). 
 
b Ni bayang kong ger=du=nang tao xi danang 

 this rich person house=DAT=REFLPOSS drive go after 
 
  khudang=du=nang khuori ge-jiang gelang. 

  shed=DAT=REFLPOSS pen do-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 This rich man drove (the calf) to his home and penned (it) in his shed, they say. 
 
c Gan huguer=ni ger=du nughuai zhuerge ge=ni 

 3:SG cow=GEN house=DAT dog heart SG:INDEF=ACC 
 
  he xi-gha-jiang gelang. 

  take go-CAUSE-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 He had a dog heart taken to the cow's home, they say. 
 
d Ting-ku gan=ni bieri=ni bieqin=ni ber-jiang gelang. 

 that-IMPERF 3:SG=GEN wife=GEN illness=POSS become-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 Then his wife's illness got better, they say. 
 
e Ni bayang kong ger=du=nang khari-ji ri-sa, 

 this rich person house=DAT=REFLPOSS return-IMPERF come-COND 

 When this rich man returned to his home, 

 
f gan huguer shu mushi-lang gelang. 

 3:SG cow book read-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

 he, the cow, was reading, they say. 
 
g Shu mushi-lang ma gan khuleghe-ji nao-la xi-ku, 

 book read-OBJ:IMPERF PRT 3:SG peep-IMPERF see-PURP go-IMPERF 

 (It) was reading, and when he [the rich man] went secretly to look, 
 
h burer arasi=nang zhuo da-jiang bai. 

 calf skin=REFLPOSS wear cannot-OBJ:PERF EMPH 

 (he saw that) the calf could not wear its skin (any longer). 

7
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i Gan kong ge ber-jiang gelang. 

 3:SG person SG:INDEF become-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 It had become a person, they say. 
 
j Khuonuo kuer-ku, 

 later arrive-IMPERF 

 In later days, 
 
k kuergan=ni gan=ni bulai=nang maidie-jiang gelang. 

 husband=POSS 3:SG=GEN child=REFLPOSS know-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 her husband learned about his son, they say. 

 

The first instance of gelang (in line a) is a quotative usage, following indirect speech, and the 

following six are hearsay uses. 

5.3 CLUSTERING 

We have already seen that we often find two or more clauses bearing gelang within a short 

stretch of text. This is true of all gelang occurrences, both hearsay and quotative. In total of the 

64 occurrences of gelang, 38 (59%) appear in clusters of two or more gelangs within a particular 

episode or other unit of text. 

When we consider only the hearsay instances of gelang, however, we find an even more 

overwhelming tendency for such clustering: of the 37 hearsay uses of gelang, 28 (76%) appear 

in clusters of two or more gelangs. In fact, then, hearsay gelang tends very strongly to appear in 

clusters, rather than to be used once in a while in isolation. 

Some further examples of phenomenon, with some discussion of their possible significance, 

are provided here. 

For example, in Two Wives 39-41, gelang appears with two successive clauses. 

 

(11) Two Wives 39-41 (Chen et al 2005:140) 
a Ni kong ger=du ri-sa, 

 this person house=DAT come-COND 

 When this man came home, 

 
b gan=ni huayan-ku-ni qijighe 

 3:SG=GEN garden-IMPERF-NOMLZR bloom 

 
  saihang=ni ting ge-lang gelang. 

  beautiful=GEN that do-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

 the bloom in his garden was very beautiful, they say. 

 
c Kong yao-ku gan=ni ti suni guida-lang gelang. 

 person go-IMPERF 3:SG=GEN that die:out disappear-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

 After people left, that (bloom) withered, they say. 

 

We have already noted that gelang often marks critical points in a story: turning points, episode 

boundaries, and narrative climaxes. In many cases, it seems that gelang functions to indicate 

8
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heightened excitement. This is probably part of the reason that we find multiple occurrences of 

gelang at these transition points. 

For instance, Peddler is a very long story which has two major parts. Lines 186-193 are the 

beginning of the second major part of the story, and we find four instances of gelang in this 

section. Here are those lines: 

 

(12) Peddler 185-93 (Chen et al 2005:113) 
a Huler ye yao-sa, 

 peddler more walk-COND 

The further the peddler walked, 
 
b gan=ni xiangxier ye dameitu-lang gelang. 

 3:SG=GEN box more become:heavy-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

the heavier his box became. 
 
c Jieke-ji ge nao-sa, 

 lift-IMPERF do see-COND 

When (he) lifted (the lid) and looked (in), 
 
d yi-bang mang'huzi khuer ye huoruo-lang, 

 one-group monster foot also wrap-OBJ:IMPERF 

(he saw) a group of monsters binding (their) feet,
6
 

 
e terghai ye sangmula-lang, 

 head also comb-OBJ:IMPERF 

combing (the hair on their) heads, 
 
f dier ye musi-lang gelang. 

 clothes also wear-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

(and) putting on clothes. 
 
g Huler ayi danang ghuer chaibai=du xi, 

 peddler fear after valley bank=DAT go 

The peddler was frightened and went to the side of a valley, 
 
h yi-ge khuer tike bao-gha danang gui-jiang gelang. 

 one-CL foot kick go:down-CAUSE after run-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

(and) after kicking (the box) down (into the valley), (he) ran away. 

 

i Gan gui-ji huguer hagher ge qige-jiang gelang. 

 3:SG run-IMPERF cow dropping SG:INDEF see-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

He ran (until) he met a cow pie. 

 

In some extreme cases, we find gelang used in what appears to be an artistic, stylistic way. In the 

next example, a skilled storyteller creates a poetic structure of parallel lines, with repeated 

grammatical patterns and with gelang marking the ends of rhythmic units. Let’s look first at the 

text itself, and then we will give a schematization to help you see the rhythmic structure. 

 

(13) Three Daughters 44-56 (Chen et al 2005:133) 
a Du niezhang luosi-jiang ma,  ghazher=ni wake-jiang gelang. 

 now wretched be:hungry-OBJ:PERF PRT  ground=ACC dig-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 Now, wretched (and) hungry, (they) dug (in) the ground, they say. 

                                                 
6
Minhe Mangghuer formerly practiced footbinding.  Bound feet were wrapped in strips of cloth. 

9
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b Wake-ku,  gan yi-kuer pujieghe gher-jiang  gelang. 

 dig-IMPERF 3:SG one-CL pea go:out-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 When (they) dug, it, a pea came out, they say. 

 
c San-ge=la yi-ren diger ge di-jiang. 

 three-CL=COLL one-person little:bit SG:INDEF eat-OBJ:PERF 

 The three of them each ate a little bit. 

 
d Pusa ge wake-ku,  san-kuer gher-ji ri-jiang gelang. 

 another once dig-IMPERF  three-CL go:out-IMPERF come-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 When (they) dug once again, three (peas) came out, they say. 

 

e Pusa ge wake-ku,  yi-ge mula tughuo gher-jiang gelang. 

 another once dig-IMPERF  one-CL small pot go:out-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 When (they) dug once again, a small pot (of peas) came out, they say. 

 

f Ti=nang di-ku zou yao-jiang gelang bai. 

 that=REFLPOSS eat-IMPERF thus go-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY EMPH 

 After eating that thing of theirs (the peas), then (they) started walking, they say. 

 
g Yao-da yi-ge khuosen ger=du ruo-ji xi-jiang gelang. 

 go-after one-CL empty house=DAT enter-IMPERF go-OBJ:PERF HEARSAY 

 (They) walked until (they) entered an empty house, they say. 

 
h Ni ger=du laoshi ningger ge bang. 

 this house=DAT honest old:woman SG:INDEF OBJ:COP 

 In this house there was an honest old lady. 

 
i Ni ningger gan tughuo=du=nang nita-lang gelang. 

 this old:woman 3:SG pot=DAT=REFLPOSS sleep-OBJ:IMPERF HEARSAY 

 This old woman, she slept in her pot, they say. 

 

The structure of this example is quite amazing, actually. We can schematize it thus: 

Finite clause ma, finite clause gelang.  (line a) 

Nonfinite clause-ku, finite clause gelang.  (line b) 

Finite clause.      (line c) 

Nonfinite clause-ku, finite clause gelang.   (line d) 

Nonfinite clause-ku, finite clause gelang.  (line e) 

Nonfinite clause-ku, finite clause gelang bai.  (line f) 

Nonfinite clause da, finite clause gelang.  (line g) 

Finite clause.      (line h) 

Finite clause gelang.     (line i) 

 

Here, gelang functions as a stylistic device, contributing to an impressive overall rhythmic 

pattern. The repeated pattern involves a short nonfinite clause followed by a finite clause bearing 

gelang. In one case (lines d and e) the nonfinite clauses are verbatim repetitions, so that the 

entire effect is one of rhythm and rhyme. 

Clearly, here, gelang has little or nothing to do with the source of the information, and 

everything to do with the skill of the storyteller in creating an artistic effect. 

10
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At this point we would like to make a typological and methodological note: 

Aikhenvald (2004:310-24) says that some languages use hearsay evidentials in folktales in two 

places: 1. in the beginning, where stage-setting and character introductions occur (this is part of 

the task of establishing that the story is one that’s been passed on orally—it’s a marker of a 

particular discourse genre); 2. at the narrative peak.  

Before beginning this study, one of us (Slater) had interlinearized all these texts and looked 

a bit at gelang, so he had some impressions of how this form was used. When Slater first read 

Aikhenvald’s discussion, it sounded familiar, and he thought that her description was right for 

Mangghuer. But we have seen here that it is only partly right: gelang appears in narrative peaks, 

and also at other critical and exciting points in stories, but it does not seem to appear in the 

stage-setting parts of the narratives. Rather, it often appears just after the stage-setting, when an 

event occurs which indicates the first complication of the plot.  

So Slater’s impressionistic feeling was wrong, even though it seemed so likely and agreed 

with what a typological expert predicted. This is a lesson we all need to remember: we must 

check our hypotheses against the actual data! 

6 VARIATION IN USAGE 

The usage of hearsay gelang with its discourse/pragmatic functions actually varies 

considerably from speaker to speaker and from text to text. This is not surprising for a pragmatic 

device. In this section we will look at two ways of breaking down the appearances of gelang, 

which help us to see underlying variation in its usage: usage by different speakers and usage 

within different texts. 

6.1 VARIATION IN USAGE BY SPEAKER 

Remember that gelang can be used as a hearsay evidential marker, with primarily 

discourse/pragmatic functions, but it can also be used as a quotative marker, directly following a 

direct or indirect quote. Table 1 shows that gelang exemplifies these two functions differently, in 

its usage by different storytellers. 
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Table 1 

Functions and occurrences of gelang by speaker 

Name # quotation 

gelang 

# hearsay 

gelang 
% 

hearsay 

# lines 

of text 
lines/hearsay 

Lü Jinliang 6 22 79% 954 43.4 

Zhu Wenhui 1 0 -- 69 -- 

Wang 

Xianzhen 

15 0 -- 980 -- 

Chen 

Zhaojun,  

Zhu Meilan
7
 

5 15 75% 240 16.0 

3 others 0 0 -- 467 -- 

Overall 

summary 

27 37 58% 2710 73.2 

 

Here are a few notes and observations about the information in this table: 

1.  Wang Xianzhen’s stories were all written; all other story-tellers gave their stories orally. 

2. The bottom right number (73.2) is probably meaningless. Once you break this down by 

other factors, you find much more interesting facts. 

3. Four storytellers used gelang for a quotative function, while three did not use it for this 

function. 

4. Two (or three, see note 5) storytellers used gelang for a hearsay evidential function, 

while five did not use it for this function.  

5. The hearsay function is the most common way in which this form is used, with 37 of its 

64 total occurrences—58%—having this function. However, as the table shows, it is 

more interesting to profile this form according to its use by individual speakers. Lü 

Jinliang used gelang for a hearsay function 79% of the times that she used this form, 

while Chen and Zhu used gelang with hearsay function 75% of the time. For these 

speakers, it seems that the hearsay or discourse/pragmatic function is the primary 

function of gelang. However, the quotative function also remains quite robust. 

6. Even more interestingly, the storytellers who used gelang in its hearsay function are all 

women (Lü Jinliang, Chen Zhaojun and Zhu Meilan). In contrast, the two storytellers 

who used gelang only for its quotative function are both men (Zhu Wenhui and Wang 

Xianzhen). 

Finding apparent gender differences is not that surprising, actually. For example, 

Dwyer (2000:57) tells us that in Salar (a Turkic language spoken in the same Sprachbund area), 

                                                 
7
These two speakers, a mother and daughter, told a single story together. There is no record of who told which parts 

of the story, so we cannot be sure how each of them used gelang. 
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women make much more use of the indirect evidential (which in Salar is a verbal suffix) than do 

men, who tend to use the direct evidential more frequently. 

6.2 VARIATION IN USAGE BY STORY 

Only one of the speakers who uses gelang as a discourse marker told more than one of the 

stories in our corpus. Lü Jinliang, who is clearly a talented storyteller, told 12 of the stories we 

have examined.  She used gelang with a hearsay evidential function in 5 of the stories, and did 

not use it with this function in the other 7 stories. Table 2 breaks down the stories told by this 

individual. 

Table 2 

Lü Jinliang’s use of gelang by story 

Story name # lines # uses of 

hearsay gelang 
lines/hearsay 

Three daughters 85 9 9.4 

Two wives 79 8 9.9 

Monster girl 70 3 23.3 

A hired 

farmhand 

94 1 94 

The stupid boy 91 1 91 

7 other stories 535 0 -- 

    

Totals 954 22 43.4 
 

Ms. Lü’s use of gelang is different in different stories. In some stories, she uses it a lot, and in 

others she does not use it much; in more than half (7 of 12) stories, she does not use it at all. 

7 QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The evidence that we have given in this paper suggests a number of questions for future 

research, both for Mangghuer and for other languages which use similar devices. These 

questions are particularly important for related languages and for other languages which are 

spoken within the Qinghai-Gansu Sprachbund, a region of intense language contact of which 

Mangghuer is one participating language. We would like to discuss a few of these questions 

here. 

• Are some of these people better storytellers than others? If so, what role does gelang play 

in a good story? We have suggested that Lü Jinliang is a very good storyteller—that is 

why the researchers who collected these stories got 12 of them from her. Her use of 

gelang is sometimes quite artistic. Perhaps she would be a good model for how to use 

gelang effectively. 
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• Can gelang also appear, with its discourse functions, in factual narratives? How would 

we test? One approach might be to ask Lü Jinliang to tell us some stories about her youth 

and about other events in her life and the community. Perhaps we would like to have her 

tell some historical events too, to determine if perhaps gelang can appear in historical 

accounts, but not in personal experiences. 

• Actually, we have something like this in some of the narratives by Wang Xianzhen, 

which are pseudohistorical accounts of historical persons and events (perhaps they should 

be considered historical fiction?). We don’t know if these stories are believed to be true 

or not. In any case, Mr. Wang never uses gelang this way. Are his stories a different 

genre, and if so, is the absence of gelang related to that genre? 

• Also, we can note that Mr. Wang’s stories were produced in writing, not transcribed from 

tapes. They do not represent a written standard, because Mr. Wang was the very first 

person to write the language at all. But his writing is still quite probably influenced by his 

Chinese literacy, and written Chinese has no device like hearsay gelang. Do these stories 

suggest that written Mangghuer, as it becomes standardized, should not generally use 

gelang with its discourse functions? 

• What about gender? Is it really the case that only women use gelang in these ways in 

narrative discourse? Perhaps that would be important in creating written material if we 

wanted to attribute it to a male author. 

These are a few of the research questions which come to mind for us, and we hope that other 

researchers will join us in addressing these questions for Mangghuer and for other languages of 

the Qinghai-Gansu Sprachbund. 

APPENDIX: ABBREVIATIONS 

1   1
st
 person 

3   3
rd

 person 

ABL  ablative 

CAUSE  causative 

CL  classifier 

COLL  collective 

COND  conditional 

DAT  dative 

DIR  directive case 
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EMPH  emphatic 

EXCL  exclamation 

FUT  future 

GEN  genitive 

HEARSAY hearsay evidential 

IMPERF  imperfective 

INDEF  indefinite 

LOC  locative 

NEG  negative 

NOMLZR  nominalizer 

OBJ  objective perspective 

PL   plural 

POSS  possessive (non-reflexive) 

PROG  progressive 

PRT  particle 

PURP  purpose 

QUOTE  quotation 

REFLPOSS reflexive possessive 

SG  singular 

SUBJ  subjective perspective 
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